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Avocado sunblotch viroid (ASBVd) is a small 

(247 nt) pathogen that causes discoloration and 

disfigurement of leaves and fruit.  It is 

transmitted by grafting, pruning tools, pollen, 

seed, and root grafting.  Our laboratory has 

developed RT-PCR for quickly and  sensitively 

detecting ASBVd in both mature field trees and 

small greenhouse/nursery trees.  We have done 

testing for many commercial growers as well as 3 different researchers at UCR over the last 15 

years.  The California Department of Food and Agriculture (CDFA) has approved this method for 

use in the registration of trees for propagation of buds and nursery trees.  Trees may recover from 

the symptomatic expression of the viroid and become “symptomless carrier” trees.  These trees 

maintain high levels of the viroid in leaves, fruit and seed, but do not show the characteristic 

sunblotch symptoms shown above.  The viroid is also readily transmitted by the pollen of these 

trees.  One characteristic of these trees is they typically have low fruit set.  If such trees were used 

for the production of nurse seeds, widespread transmission of the viroid could occur.

Details of sunblotch testing

Collection of tissue for ASBVd testing is as follows:  All leaves should be hardened off and 

mature, but not excessively old or damaged by insects or wind.  Ideally, each leaf should come from 

a separate branch to ensure a representative sample from around the canopy of the tree.  Place 

leaves in plastic ziplock bags with NO WET TOWELS or other material.  For mature field trees the 

method is: Harvest 10 leaves from each of the 4 compass points. Place the 10 North and 10 East 

leaves in one bag, the 10 South and 10 West leaves in another bag, so you will have “sample 1-NE, 

and 1-SW”, etc, 2 bags for each tree.  If you see symptomatic fruit, include the fruit and 2-3 leaves 

from directly behind that fruit in a separate bag.  For small nursery trees or newly planted field trees 

(2-4 ft tall, 1-4 branches): if there are only 1-2 shoots, 2-3 leaves from each plant can be collected 

(at least one leaf from each shoot);  for slightly bigger trees, collect 6-8 leaves from each tree (2 

leaves from each branch).  For very small nursery tree, half-leaves can be cut to reduce damage.  

Samples from smaller trees can be pooled and tested as a group, the total number of leaves collected 

as above should be 40 or less.  Call for more information on sample pooling.  Samples should be 

sent by overnight shipping and in the summer should be placed in styrofoam containers with 

reusable ice packs.  Please contact us before collection to check on the testing timetable, we can get 

backlogged and wouldn’t want your samples to degrade before we can get to them.  Results are 

usually available within 7-14 days after receipt, depending on demand.

Pricing:    $25.00 per tree (includes duplicate test for each tree)

$25.00 per set of 14 (or fraction thereof) for set-up/controls

A set of 14 samples therefore costs $375 for mature trees.  If small trees are                       

pooled, 14 pools will be $375, representing 60-180 individual trees.  If trees

tested are to be registered, additional costs are incurred through CDFA.

Please contact Dr. Deborah Mathews (dmathews@ucr.edu),  (951) 827-3864  for more information 

and scheduling.

Typical symptoms of ASBVd on fruit and leaves


